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Resistance will be collective at all levels 

 

Sources: Rebellion 

Let each hero follow in his place! / May betrayal fall down! / Let the cowardly 

reactionarism mute! / For the people will wash away the affront. / The auspice of 

vengeance resounded. / Twenty-year-old raja! / The star of Israel dominates the minaret. / 

Who like this, my country, / will rise to pray? / If Jewish hooves step on the roof / of the 

Aqsa Mosque. / If soldiers' helmets overshadow / the bishop, the devotee and the deacon. / 

They imprison the name of God / and cocean the mass. / Who, like this my homeland, / can 

close his eyes when the bells overflow? Verses from the poem Palestinian 

Fragments. Author, the great poet, Muhammad Al-Fayturi. 

There is still the collective struggle. The "diplomatic trap" of calling negotiation to sit 

down and watch the colonialist admit to sitting down with representatives of Palestine on 

condition that he admits his colonial imposition, "trap" and condition cheered by the 
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imperialists, has over time resulted in the normalization of the crime he represents. It has 

also blurred the horizon due to its unproductivity: the Sionazi invasion continues. 

Palestine stolen from which a few pieces remain, Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza, 

ghettos in which the occupying gang tries to lock up the People and block them from 

surrendering or allowing themselves to be expelled from their homes, their villages, their 

neighborhoods of cities in which they huddle. 

The entity sionazi is presented in the media with sympathy, keep in mind that 95% of the 

media in the world belong to Zionist financiers and bankers. Theft protected, also by the 

chains that falsify reality, also feeds the thief to grow, and the protected criminal goes 

unpunished, the Zionazi acts with confidence, both in the "diplomatic trap", and on 

Palestinian soil. A breaking example, the news https://www.telesurtv.net/news/israel-

colonos-tierras-palestina-valle-jordan-cisjordania-20221228-

0012.html?utm_source=planisys&utm_medium=NewsletterEspa%C3%B1ol&utm_campa

ign=NewsletterEspa%C3%83%C2%B1ol&utm_content=13 

But the loose pieces of the Palestinian nation have bonds, arms, invisible organs that 

respond to the same blood and the same aspiration, for each piece knows what happens 

and why. Now comes the criminal Netanyahu to climb more steps, continuing what began 

in the division decided in the UN. You know that in wars, and more so those of conquest, 

in the case of Palestine we must say the colonial invaders, they use two tools: the first is 

lies and the second is the slaughter of the inhabitants. The two share time and space and 

directly or through their advertising army put into practice the mirror theory, of the Nazi 

Goebbels: accuse the victim a million times of what the criminal is accused of, hiding his 

own root and the objective he has. 

Who does Netanyahu surround himself with to continue the invasion with the millions of 

ultra-reactionaries brought from anywhere in the world?: of extremely cruel individuals, if 

it is even more than the previous ones in the Zionist command. These days Netanyahu's 

Sionazis followers have jumped the Al Aqsa Mosque and stormed Joseph's Tomb in 

Nablus. Immediately the protectors of the Israeli entity have started talking about what the 

"diplomatic trap" means: you have to sit down, you have to understand, you have to ... , 

they never set in motion the blockade of those who destroy international legality, that is 

only for those who do not surrender. 

Netanyahu's gang are the most fanatical Zionazis who have held office, for example: 

Itamar Ben Gvir, of the far-right Jewish Power party, more radical than the previous 

occupants of any position, who will lead the SS police. Gvir is known for his connection 
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to murders committed by settlers. He is followed by Kiryat Arba, known for his public 

efforts to assassinate the prime minister in 1995, Yitazhak Rabin, because he was weak – 

Kiryat Arba is also known for his daily celebration of the murder of 29 Palestinians in a 

mosque in Hebron. The third equally Zionazi at the upper ends of what is known is 

Bezalel Smotrich, a settler who agitates for the entire West Bank to be occupied. Among 

its latest racist exploits is preventing Palestinians from titling their property and 

prohibiting Palestinian women and occupiers from treating Palestinian women and 

occupiers in hospitals under the agency's jurisdiction in the same areas. The fourth is Avi 

Maoz, more ultra Zionazi, more racist than those who held the position of Education. Can 

you imagine the teaching plan of a recontra sionazi? Hitler would be satisfied. 

In international forums they say nothing, they will be waiting for the "press" to develop 

old and new arguments, the first tool: the lie to normalize the rise of Zionazi terror. 

The Palestinian Resistance is obliged from the beginning to be collective, popular, without 

putting interests or differences first, from the rank and file in the streets and fields, to the 

highest leaders. 

Let each hero follow in his place! / May betrayal fall down! / Let the cowardly 

reactionarism be muted! / For the people will wash the affront. Who, like this my 

homeland, / can close his eyes when the bells overflow? 

Rebelión has published this article with the permission of the author through a Creative 

Commons license, respecting his freedom to publish it in other sources 
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